ScorpionTrack Fleet Solution

Why Choose ScorpionTrack Fleet?
ScorpionTrack Fleet's innovative technology is helping to drive
fleets forward, whether you have a fleet of 5 or 5,000. The
ScorpionTrack Fleet system allows you to manage vehicles and
drivers with precision and increase productivity while saving time
and money.
Our technology makes the vehicle installation procedure fast and
simple, for both installers and fleet managers. It’s easy to see
why ScorpionTrack Fleet is the correct choice for your business.
With subscription costs equivalent to just 23p/day for each
vehicle in your workforce - ScorpionTrack Fleet offers one of the
most affordable yet high quality system on the market today.
Web Based
Our 100% web based application can be accessed online 24-7
from any location. This means no software downloads/
installation and a proven track record for reliability.
Easy To Use
ScorpionTrack Fleet continually receives positive feedback from
our customers and they almost always say the same thing - "how
powerful yet easy and intuitive to use our fleet management
system is, compared to others they have used in the past."
Aside from the positive benefits this delivers for end users, this
also reduces training and support costs for you and your
business.

ScorpionTrack Fleet Features
• Live map with vehicle position updates in near real-time (at
least once a minute)
• Reports with vehicle position data in real-time (every ten
seconds)
• Highly customisable dashboard with KPI graphs
• Flexible vehicle groups, assign vehicles to multiple groups
• Highly customisable, powerful and intuitive reporting and
report scheduling
• View reports online or export to HTML, PDF or Excel for
further processing
• Add a flag to any journey or event in a generated report for
later perusal
• Receive scheduled reports by email
• Highly customisable, powerful and intuitive alert system
• Highly customisable, and extensive geofence system,
including either circular or polygon (any shape) geofences
• Receive alerts by email, text message or both - 24/7
• Alerts displayed in real-time on live map with audio
notification
• Unique driver login allowing drivers to manage their own
mileage
• Unique driver comparison allowing drivers to compare KPI
statistics against other drivers promoting driver efficiency
and safety
• Powerful permission controlled user access
• Comprehensive user activity log

Real-Time Dynamic Content
ScorpionTrack Fleet allows you to monitor all of your vehicles in real-time on the live map and dashboards. In addition to vehicle
tracking, ScorpionTrack Fleet provides other dynamic real-time information about vehicles, alerts, drivers and geofences, all of which
are updated dynamically by our server and innovative web application without the user needing to ever refresh the page.
ScorpionTrack Fleet has full support for hand held tablet devices such as the Apple iPad
and Android. This means you no longer need to be tied to your desk to keep up with the
latest from the field. Access to real-time information allows you to instantly locate and
track vehicles from anywhere, at any time.
The live map screen is divided into two parts, firstly the user interface side-bar on the left.
The side-bar is comprised of the following four sections: vehicles, driver’s alerts and
geofences. These tabs allow you to easily control what filters to apply and which dynamic
information to display on the map at any given time.

For more information, speak to us at JA Auto Electrical Limited on 07570 912208 or
email jaautoelectrical@yahoo.com.

Reduce Fleet Costs and Increase Fleet Utilisation
ScorpionTrack Fleet allows you to access real-time KPIs including but not limited to: fuel cost, driver behaviour and comprehensive
vehicle/driver journey statistics. Scheduled reports allow you to make informed business decisions based on daily, weekly or monthly
fleet data over a wide range of parameters for the previous 365 days.
Fully customisable alerts can be created that can warn you against potential hazards as and when they happen which enables you to
decide in seconds if intervention is required. The idle and speed alerts can indicate when a vehicle has been idling longer than the
specified idle constraint or if a vehicle is exceeding the specified speed constraint, to name just two.
This will enable you to lower fuel usage through
reduction of unnecessary driving, unauthorised
use, fuel theft, excess speeding or excess idling.
This ensures that no fuel is wasted, which in turn
allows you to decrease running costs and
increases profit.
Reporting Overview
You can generate a report on virtually any aspect of
your fleet operation over any predefined or user defined
date range, from the previous 365 days. Reports can be configured
to display the activity of either the entire fleet, individual vehicles
and/or drivers, groups of vehicles or any combination of these
options. Reports can also be grouped by either driver or vehicle and
then further summarised into either daily or monthly reviews.
Reports can either be viewed instantly 'Online' using the web
interface or exported and downloaded instantly into various file
formats including 'HTML', 'Adobe PDF' and 'Microsoft Excel'. This
enables you to further process the reports as you desire. Reports that are viewed online include our innovative pop-up map feature
showing the full history of the specified journey. Reports that are viewed online also feature our innovative ‘flagged journeys’ system,
enabling you to mark specific events for later perusal.
ScorpionTrack Fleet Reports

Standard

Daily Summary Report
Monthly Summary Report
Journey Report
Idle Time Report
Speed Violation Report
Triggered Alert Report
Odd Hours Report
Geofence / POI / Location Report
Engine Hours Report
ScorpionTrack Fleet Subscription
12 month Subscription from

£99.00

12 months Subscription with Cat6 Monitoring

£150.00

The above subscription charges include VAT @ 20%

For more information, speak to us at JA Auto Electrical Limited on 07570 912208 or
email jaautoelectrical@yahoo.com.

